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ABSTRACT

The magnetic coupling during a disruption between the plasma and

the various coil systems on the PDX tokamak has been modeled. Using

measured coil currents, the model indicates that dissipation of magnetic

energy in the plasma equal to 75 % of the energy stored in the poloidal

field of the plasma current does occur and that coupling between the

plasma and the coil systems can reduce such dissipation. In the case of

PDX ohmic discharges, bolometric measurements of radiation and charge

exchange, integrated over a disruption, account for 90 % of the

calculated energy dissipation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Major disruptions in tokamaks lead to the abrupt deposition of

energy within the discharge chamber and may cause serious mechanical

damage. From the viewpoints of the design and safety of large tokamak

devices, it is important that the magnitude and spatial distribution of

this deposited energy be predictable.

Bolometric studies of energy loss to the wall during major disrup-

tions have been carried out in ATC [1] and Alcator [2]. It was found

that measured losses exceeded the plasma thermal energy, and that these

losses were consistent with the dissipation of a large fraction of the

magnetic energy associated with the poloidal field of the plasma current.

However, in these two papers the detailed plasma-circuit interaction was

not examined. In this paper a calculation of energy loss during major

current disruptions based on the plasma-circuit equations and measured

currents is presented for the PDX tokamak. The results are compared

with the total radiated energy inferred from bolometric measurements made

at two toroidal locations.

2. PLASMA-CIRCUIT CALCULATIONS

The coupling of the external circuits to one another and to the

plasma has been modeled and was used in an energy balance calculation to

determine the ohmic dissipation during a disruption. The available input

energy can be roughly estimated from the self-magnetic energy of the
1 o

plasma current, j L IS However, to be more precise, we must consider
1 p

the change in total magnetic energy, J" x L I . + I I M^.-I-I.-, and the
i L 1 y i i?j J n J

change in the energy of the power supply. This correction is important
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as will be shown.

In this energy balance calculation, measured ohmic heating current

(OH), equilibrium field current (EF), and divertor currents (DF and CF)

were used. Eddy currents on the coil cans (CN) and vacuum vessel (VS)

were included. Ten one-turn coils were used to model the coil cans.

Twenty four single turn coils with gaps were used to model the vacuum

vessel. The plasma (I ) was modeled as a filament of current having

finite internal inductance and located at the radius R of the plasma

center as determined by magnetic measurements. The change in effective

minor radius of the plasma current were considered through the change in

the internal inductance. The circuit equation for each coil system was

of the form;

(i = OH, EF, DF, CF, CN, VS, I )

vflwhere v f l = 0 for i = CN, VS, I .

Equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of the change in energy of

the coil systems and the plasma by defining the following integrals:

*if* = J*1 vf*iidt ,

f m = \tZR.lZ.
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If the time interval from tj to t2 is taken to be the disruptive

current termination interval, these terms represent the changes during a
extdisruption of the external power supply energy AW. , the self magnetic

energy AW^, the mutual magnetic energy AW^, and the ohmic heating energy

AW?hm. Equation (1) becomes:

Aw° h m , (2)

where Aw"ag=AwV + .AW1?.

The plasma energy balance can be represented by the relation:

AWohm . AWkinetic + ^

In terms of a poloidal beta value

the kinetic energy term is written as:

3 2 t2

P P ti

then the plasma energy loss can be estimated from equations (2) and (3):

using an equivalent inductance
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Using the measured parameters illustrated in Fig.l(a) and the

calculated mutual inductance between the plasma and the coils, the set

of equations represented by the equations (2) and (4) can be evaluated. In

this PDX experiment at low SD, we approximate the equivalent inductance using the
SL. p I. ,

term((-*-) + 3 ) obtained from magnetic measurements, instead of -*-+ j 3 .

The calculated magnetic energy w"1^ and plasma loss energy W oss are

illustrated in Fig.l(b). The various terms are summarized in Table 1 for

this particular case. As defined in the table, the total magnetic

energy is decreased by the disruption; while the total external supply

energy, and the ohmic coil loss energy are nearly constant. This

reduction in the magnetic energy is balanced by the plasma loss AW

loss.

The decrease in the OH current during the disruption leads to the

reduction in the self-magnetic energy of the OH coil W Q H , while the

mutual magnetic energy, VTQH, increases, due mainly to the termination of

OH and EF currents and the voltages so induced. The change in total

magnetic energy in the OH coil system (AWjJjj9 ̂  60 kJ) was supplied by the

OH power supply. Since the EF current was controlled by an external
extcircuit, the OH external supply energy W Q H , decreased during the

disruption. Effects of the divertor coils (DF and CF) and the eddy

currents on the cans and vessel are small.
L*The change in Wp , representing the self-magnetic energy of the

plasma current and the plasma kinetic energy, is about 160 kJ; while the

change in the mutual magnetic energy, Wp, is ^ 40 kJ. The difference,

120 kJ, is dissipated as ohmic heating during the disruption.

The details of the plasma energy loss are given in Table 2. The

most important coupling during a disruption is to the EF and OH circuits,

which reduce the plasma energy loss. Eddy currents mainly induced by the
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EF current change enhance the loss, because these currents reduce the

coupling between the plasma current and the EF and OH circuits.

3. BOLOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

Thermistor and pyroelectric detectors have been used to measure

plasma radiation and charge exchange losses during disruptions. A 19

channel thermistor array has been used to measure the poloidal symmetry

of these losses and the total energy loss during a disruption. A single

free standing thermistor and two separate single channel pyroelectric

detectors at two toroidal locations have been used to observe charges

in the emitted power during disruptions and estimate its toroidal varia-

tion.

The thermistor array has a response time of approximately 20 ms and

uses detectors similar to those described in Ref.[l]. The free standing

thermistor has a response time of approximately 1 ms. The LiTaO3

pyroelectric detector has a response time of 200 ysec.

The pyroelectric and thermistor detectors have been compared during

non-disruptive discharges. The ratio of measured power determined by

the thermistor detector to that determined by the pyroelectric detector

was found to be independent of the incident power level.

In order to determine the total plasma loss by local measurements,

the poloidal and toroidal symmetry of that loss must be determined.

Figure 2(a) shows the range of the poloidal asymmetry factor < obtained

before and during a disruption using the 19 channel bolometer array.

The asymmetry factor is defined by:
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K = (total Z >0) - (total Z < 0-> 0) - (
> 0) + ({(total Z >0) + (total Z £ 0)}/2 "

A 20 % asymmetry is observed during circular discharges prior to

disruption. This asymmetry is increased during a disruption, but only

marginally.

Toroidal asymmetry was evaluated using two pyroelectric detectors

viewing the plasma core along horizontal chords with a vertical viewing

width of 18 cm at the magnetic axis. Non-disruptive divertor discharges

were used to verify the relative calibration of the two detectors. In

limiter discharges, two horizontal carbon rails positioned at one

toroidal location above and below the midplane served as limiters. One

detector was positioned near the limiter, the other detector was

positioned 90° from the limiter. The ratio X, defined by:

. _ (Signal near l imiter)
A Signal away from Timiter)

is plotted in Fig.2(b) for limiter discharges before and during a

disruption. A ratio of 1.7 was found before the disruption. Although a

wider range of X was found during disruptions its mean value was essen-

tially unchanged.

In the analysis of total energy radiated, the small asymmetry in

poloidal angle has been accounted for by averaging Z > 0 and Z < 0 data.

The impact on the total energy due to the measured toroidal asymmetry

has been estimated from the bolometer measurements presented here and

from the toroidal extent of the asymmetry as measured by H emissions in

non-disruptive discharges. cor ohmic discharges, the toroidal half

width of the Ha emissions is 27° [4], Assuming that the asymmetry in
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the total radiated energy has a similar extent during disruptions and

that the midplane bolometer measurement reflects the average of any

poloidal variations at the limiter, the correction due to the asymmetry

is approximately 10 %.

4. COMPARISON OF CALCULATIONS AND MEASUREMENTS

A comparison of calculated and measured energy loss can be made

with regard to the time dependence of that loss and with regard to the

magnitude of the integrated loss.

The time dependence of calculated W 1 o s s and W m a g is illustrated in

Fig.l(b), in comparison with the wall loss energy W. , and wall power

flux P D v r o measured by the thermistors and pyroelectric detectors. The

wall power flux reaches its peak value immediately following the initial

strong disruption, and then decreases gradually during the current

termination phase in agreement with the circuit calculations. This

initial power flux can be from 10 to 100 times larger than the levels

observed prior to disruption. An increase in pyroelectric signal prior

to a disruption is often observed as shown in the figure; however there

is not always a consistent correlation between the occurrence of the

disruption and such an increase prior to disruption.

The magnitude of the integrated loss AWg0, corresponds to ^ 85 %

of the calculated AW in the case illustrated. As shown in figure 3, in

general, the measured loss accounts for from 80 to 100 % of the calculated

loss independent of the rate of disruptive current termination. In the

case of soft disruptive current termination, the wall loss power is not

high but the loss energy integrated during the termination phase accounts

for the same order of the loss energy of hard disruptions with the same
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self-magnetic energy of the plasma current. It should be noted that

the discharge during the disruptive current termination becomes

more resistive than during the normal operation phase, and radiation

and charge-exchange neutral losses reach a higher percentage during

the disruption. For nondisruptive discharges the measured loss

accounts for 30 to 40 % of W , which is consistent with the fractional

loss of input power computed from the integral of plasma current and

surface voltage [4].

It should be-noted, that in these experiments the 6 was less than

0.5. Therefore, the plasma kinetic energy prior to a disruption could

be neglected in comparison with the poloidal magnetic energy of the

plasma current. The loss of this kinetic energy is significant at high

B . The mechanism by which this energy would be lost cannot be predicted

on the basis of the data presented here.

5. SUMMARY

We have studied the plasma energy balance during the disruptive

current termination of low So, ohmic, PDX discharges. The energy loss

during a disruption can be roughly estimated from the self magnetic

inductive energy of the plasma current. However, it was shown by a

plasma circuit calculation using measured coil currents that the coupling

of the plasma current to the equilibrium and ohmic heating coils reduced

the actual loss to 70 to 80 % of this rough estimate. This loss might

be further reduced by providing circuits strongly coupled to the plasma

current, which could be switched on at the time of the disruption using

the negative voltage spike as a trigger. By this means, the available

magnetic energy might be reduced to that associated only with the plasma
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internal inductance.

Bolometric measurements of energy loss corrected for small poloidal

and toroidal asymmetries accounts for essentially all of the calculated

loss independent of the rate of disruptive current termination.
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS

Fig.l (a) Measured quantities used to determine coupling and energy

loss during a disruption.

(b) Variation with time across a disruption of the computed

magnetic energy (Wma^) and energy loss terms, and measured

total energy loss (W|jOl) and pyroelectric power signals

' pyro'*
The dashed curves represent the values of the various parameters

in the absence of a disruption.

Fig.2 Poloidal asymmetry K and toroidal asymmetry \ of the measured

loss for limiter discharge before and during disruption.

Fig.3 Ratio of measured to calculated plasma energy loss as a function

of the duration of the disruptive termination of the current.

The data presented were obtained in discharges with currents

from 400 to 450 kA.

Table 1 Energy change ineach circuit and the plasma during disruption.

Table 2 Components of plasma energy loss due to magnetic coupling

with the coil systems.



Table 1

(unit: kJ)

i

plasma

OH

EF

DF

CF

Cans

Vessel

Total

AWf*

^ +60

-30

^ -10

-2 ̂  -4

^ +20

AW™9

-120

+60

-20

-9

-2 *> -4

-6

-3

-100

-160*

-180

-60

, -3

^ 0

0.5

1.5

L. -40°

• --
AWj1

+40

+240

+40

-6

-2 % -4

-7

-5

+300

AWohm

+120**

-2 °» -4

-10

% 0

% 0

+5

+3

^ +120

* Plasma self magnetic energy AWp (=AWp +

using equivalent inductance L

AW k i n e t l c)

* Wall loss energy AW l0SS (=AW°hm- a W | ; i n e t i c )
p P P



Table 2

<-
A WL + AWkinetic

i = OH

EF

! DF

CF

CN

VS

-160 kJ

+40 kJ

+15 kJ

+40

+1

< 0.5

-10

-4.5

% 120 kJ
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